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This is a tutorial on how to simulate various gravity forces on an object in a Flash movie. I am releasing this tutorial freely, for the benefit of the Flash Programming community. Feel free to pass it on to anyone. All I ask is that you keep this document in its original form. If you want to add to it, place your comments or additions at the end of the document, with your name, e-mail address and date and send me a copy. I am writing this tutorial in stages, each stage being a complete working movie. Each next stage will add a few more features to the previous one. This is the way I built the file in the first place, getting one thing to work, then adding a little more… The general outline will be: A. Create an object and get it to move in one direction (i.e. horizontally). B. Get it to bounce off one side of the screen, then two sides. C. Then get it moving vertically as well as horizontally, and bouncing off all sides of the screen. D. Adding gravity. E. Adding friction. F. Adding a variable level of “bounce”. G. Letting you pick up the ball and throw it. OK, let’s start. A. CREATING THE OBJECT AND MOVING IT Here we are just going to create the object and have it move at a steady rate using Action Script alone. 1.



Create a new movie. Modify movie to change the background to black and the frame rate to 20. This will make things look pretty smooth. Keep the default size settings of 550x400.



2.



Draw a circle, select it, turn it into a movie clip object.



3.



Double click the movie clip to edit it.



4.



Change the name of the first layer to “ball”.



5.



Create another layer, labeled “actions”.



6.



Make 3 key frames in the action layer, and make sure the ball level extends out 3 frames as well.



7.



The first key frame will initialize the object. Select the frame, go to the action panel and type in the following (I recommend using Expert Mode): _x=10; _y=200; xspeed=5; It’s easy to see that this positions the object at the coordinates 10, 200 and assigns a speed of “5”. This step could also be done with a “onClipEvent(load)”action applied to the object itself, but for the sake of clarity, I kept all the code in this timeline.



8.



Now go to the second frame in actions, and type in the following: _x=_x+xspeed; Again, pretty simple. This merely increases the objects x coordinate by 5 (the value of “xspeed”).



9.



Now, go to frame 3 in actions and type in: gotoAndPlay(2);



This will cause the clip to loop continuously between frames 2 and 3, constantly changing the location of the object based on the speed variable. 10. Test the movie. The ball should move from the left to right and go off the screen into oblivion. Try changing the speed variable and see that the ball goes faster or slower. Nothing too exciting yet, but this is the framework for the rest of the movie. It works like we expected, so we can build another piece on top of this safely. That will be adding a “bounce” effect. B. MAKING THE BALL BOUNCE Having our ball go off into oblivion wasn’t very exciting. So let’s have it bounce back when it reaches the edge. 1.



First we need to know where the edge is and we need to know when we hit it. So, go into your movie clip, action frame 1, where we initialize everything and add this line: rightedge=550; I got this from the default size of a Flash movie which is 550. So we want to bounce when we hit that.



2.



OK, now we know where the edge is, we need to know when we hit it. Go to frame 2, which is where we move the ball. After we add the speed to the position, we need to check if we have gone past the right edge. If we have, then we are going to place the ball ON the right edge instead. Then we want to change the direction it is heading. Here: if(_x+_width/2>rightedge) { _x=rightedge-_width/2; xspeed=-xspeed; } What is this “_width/2”? Remember that your object’s _x position is the center of the object. If you put that at the edge of the screen, the ball will be half on and half off the screen. So, you take half the width (the _width property) and add or subtract that from your position. In the first line, you are checking if the right edge of your object (_x+_width/2) is more than the right edge of your screen. If so, you are putting the right edge of your object ON the right edge of the screen. That way it looks like it is hitting the edge. This may not be the most precise way of positioning the object at the point of the bounce, particularly when you get into two dimensions, but it is simple and it ended up looking pretty damn good in the final product. The last line changes the speed from a positive amount to a negative amount, thus reversing the direction of the ball. (As we will soon see, the same line will also change the speed from negative to positive when it hits the opposite wall.)



3.



Test the movie now. The ball should hit the right side of the screen and bounce off it, going the same speed in the other direction. Still not too exciting, but we are getting there. Now let’s bounce it off the left wall.



4.



Add the following to your initialization frame, frame 1 in actions: leftedge=0; I shouldn’t have to explain that one.



5.



Now in frame 2 add:



if(_x-_width/2rightedge) { _x=rightedge-_width/2; xspeed=-xspeed*bounce; } if(_x-_width/2bottomedge) { _y=bottomedge-_height/2; yspeed=-yspeed*bounce; } if(_y-_height/2rightedge) { _x = rightedge-_width/2; xspeed = -xspeed*bounce; } if (_x-_width/2bottomedge) { _y = bottomedge-_height/2; yspeed = -yspeed*bounce; } if (_y-_height/2 
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